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Puppet theatre’s journey of revival

An episode from ‘Journey to the West’ will be retold via puppet glove theatre or potehi by the Ombak-Ombak ARTStudio.

AN episode from Chinese classic ‘Journey to the West’ will be presented in 
puppet glove theatre, otherwise known as potehi, by the Ombak-Ombak 
ARTStudio in Penang.

Titled ‘The Adventures of the Monkey King — Guan Yin Takes the Red Boy as a 
Disciple’, it features difficult fighting scenes accompanied by exciting music.

There will be shows at 7pm on July 30 and 31, as part of the George Town 
Festival 2016’s A+SEAN showcase at the Esplanade.

Following that, it will be performed on Aug 13 and 14, also starting 7pm, in 
Jalan Jeti Lama on the mainland during the Butterworth Fringe Festival.

The potehi project is sponsored by ThinkCity, the Penang Govern-ment, George
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Town Festival and Universiti Sains Malaysia.

In a press release, artistic director and executive producer Prof Tan Sooi Beng<
noted that the potehi orginated in Quanzhou, China, and was brought to then<
Malaya by immigrants in the early 20th century.

Penang was an important base for it, as there were about 10 troupes on the<
island during the post-war era, who performed to honour deities during 
temple<festivals like Phor Tor ((Hungry Ghost Festival).

Filepic of a potehi show presented by Ombak-Ombak ARTStudio last year.

While these shows commanded large audiences as they were a popular form of<
entertainment, crowds have ince dwindled and today there are only four troupes<
left.

“Although temples still hire groups to perform during birthdays of deities, there is<
hardly any audience.

“Young people do not know about the beauty of the puppets or appreciate the<
stories, as many no longer understand the Hokkien dialogue,” she noted.

In order to revive interest in potehi, a group of youngsters from Ombak-Ombak<
started learning its art of puppet manipulation, music and singing, as well as the<
Hokkien dialogue, from the Beng Geok Hong Puppet Troupe.

They hope to recreate the artform and bring it outside of temple events to<
multicultural audiences in Penang.

The shows utilise three-dimensional stages and sets, and subtitles in Mandarin<
and English are provided so crowds can understand what is being said.

Prof Tan said this show chronicles a well-known episode from the novel ‘Journey<
to the West’, about legendary Tang Dynasty monk and scholar Tang Sam Tsong.

The character travels to the western regions of central Asia to look for sacred<
Buddhist texts, accompanied by Sun Ngoo-khong the Monkey King, Tu Pat Kai<
(Pigsy) and Sua Tseng (Friar Sandy).’

Gu Seng-eng, the son of the Bull Demon King, attacks and kidnaps the monk, but<
with the help of Kuan-im, the Goddess of Mercy, Sun Ngoo-khong defeats Gu in a<
series of spectacular battles.

Ticket price is RM30 for the shows at the Esplanade on the island.

However, admission to the Butterworth shows is free.

For more information about the show, visit 
www.facebook.com/events/1157132144308838/
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